EuroTeX 2007 — Regular sessions

Saturday, April 28

10:00 coffee
  chair: Volker RW Schaa
10:30 Jerzy Ludwichowski  Conference Opening
11:00 Jonathan Kew  \LaTeX{} in \TeX{} Live and beyond
11:30 Taco Hoekwater  Have no fear, MEGAPOST is here!
12:00 Hans Hagen  \LuaTeX{}: messing around with tokens
12:45 Joanna Ludmiła Ryčko  The \TeX{} Clinic
13:00 lunch
  chair: Jonathan Kew
15:00 Johannes Große  ‘MathPSfrag’: creating \LaTeX{} labels in Mathematica plots
15:30 Siep Kroonenberg  ‘epspdf’: easy conversion between PostScript and pdf
16:00 Zofia Walczak  Graphics in \LaTeX{} using TikZ
16:30 coffee
  chair: Petr Sojka
17:00 Norbert Preining  An experimental CTAN upload process
  for Jim Hefferon
17:30 Jean-Michel Hufflen  Introducing \LaTeX{} users to XSL-FO
18:00 Grzegorz Murzynowski  The ‘gmdoc’ bundle: a new tool for documenting (\LaTeX) sources
18:20 Grzegorz Murzynowski  The ‘gmverse’ package
18:40 Marek Ryčko  Polishing typesetting blocks
19:10 dinner and bonfire

Sunday, April 29

  chair: Karel Horák
09:00 Andrzej Tomaszewski  Designing a book: with both pleasure and . . . fear
10:00 Dorota Cendrowska Enumerations as an interesting form of text appearance
10:15 Karl Berry, Jerzy Ludwichowski  GUST Font License: an application of the \LaTeX{} Project Public License
10:30 Jean-Michel Hufflen  \MiBi\LaTeX{}: reporting the experience
11:00 coffee
  chair: Ross Moore
11:30 Jean-Michel Hufflen  Managing order relations in \MiBi\LaTeX{}
12:00 David Kastrup  Writing \LaTeX{} documents with AUCTeX in Emacs
12:45 Péter Szabó  Automated DVD menu authoring with pdf\LaTeX{}
13:05 Norbert Preining  \TeX{} (Live) on Debian
13:35 lunch
  chair: Klaus Höppner
15:00 Atif Gulzar, Shafiq-ur Rahman  Nastaleeq: a challenge accepted by Omega
15:30 Amir M. S. Hamdy, Hossam A. H. Fahmy  Parameterized Arabic font development for AlQalam
16:00 Martin Schröder  pdf\LaTeX{} 1.40: What’s new
16:30 coffee
  chair: Hossam A. H. Fahmy
17:15 Karel Horák  Those obscure accents . . .
17:45 Hán Thế Thành  Typesetting Vietnamese with \VnTeX{} (and with the \TeX{} Gyre fonts too!)
18:15 Tomasz Luczak  \LYX{}: an editor not only for secretaries
18:45 Tomasz Luczak  From wiki to \TeX{}
19:05 dinner

Tuesday, May 1

  chair: Alexander Berdnikov
09:00 Hans Hagen  Con\TeX{}xt and OpenType: what kind of font system do we need
09:45 Taco Hoekwater  Open Type fonts in \LuaTeX{}
10:15 Hán Thế Thành  Font-specific issues in pdf\TeX{}
10:45 Grzegorz Murzynowski  \LaTeX{}: a modification of the logo
11:00  coffee
chair: Hans Hagen
11:30  Sam Guravage          Confessions of a teenage \TeX user
11:45  Jerzy Ludwichowski     \MathTran — \TeX as a Web service
for Jonathan Fine
12:15  David Kastrup          ‘qtest’, a \BIBTeX package for unit tests
12:35  David Kastrup          ‘makematch’, a \BIBTeX package for pattern matching with wildcards
12:55  David Kastrup          Benefits, care and feeding of the ‘bigfoot’ package
13:30  lunch
chair: Taco Hoekwater
15:00  Klaus Höppner          Creation of a PostScript Type 1 logo font with \MT1
15:45  Petr Sojka, Michal Růžička
      Single-source publishing in multiple formats for different output devices
16:15  Péter Szabó
      Practical journal and proceedings publication on paper and on the web
16:45  David Kastrup          DocScape Publisher: a large scale project based on \TeX
17:15  coffee
chair: Hänn Thiê Thánchez
17:45  Karel Piška
      Procedures for font comparison
18:05  Karel Piška
      Comments and suggestions about the Latin Modern fonts
18:45  Janusz M. Nowacki     \Cyklop: A new font family
19:15  dinner

Wednesday, May 2
chair: Hans Hagen
09:00  Paweł Jackowski       \TeX: Beauties and oddities
09:45  Ross Moore
      Advanced mathematics features, for PDF and the Web
10:30  coffee
11:00  Arthur Reutenauer      A brief history of \TeX
11:45  Ulrik Vieth
      Overview of the \TeX history archive
12:15  Bogusław Jackowski,
      Jerzy B. Ludwichowski,
      Janusz M. Nowacki
      Recent advances in LUGs’ font projects
13:00  Marek Ryčko
      Data structures in \TeX
13:45  Jerzy Ludwichowski
      Conference Closing
14:00  lunch

Euro\TeX 2007 — Workshops

Saturday, April 28
12:00  Andrzej Tomaszewski  Designing graphical signs and logotypes

Sunday, April 29
9:00   Grażyna Jackowska     Handmade paper: A mixture of handcraft, art and fun

Conference outing to Toruń and Chełmno

Monday, April 30
Highlights:
— visit to the Wojewódzka Biblioteka Publiczna–Książnica Kopernikańska (“District Public Library–Copernican Library”),
— a guided tour through the Toruń city center,
— a quick stroll through the city center of Chełmno,
— conference dinner and live performance of the “Schola Teatru Wiejskiego Węgajty” band,
  led by Kasia Jackowska.